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What is your dominant energy? Masculine or Feminine? 
 

What are the three key wounds your dominant energy carries that affects 
how you perceive people, situations and the world? 

Did you know your dominant energy or did it surprise you?

1. 
 
 
 
 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
3.

Before going any further in this workbook, can you see how these wounds 
might be playing out in your day-to-day life, relationships or work and making 
you feel triggered and hurt?

* Energies are not gender-based, they are archetypes we all carry. You can be a female with a dominant 
masculine energy or vice versa. Go to https://core.tonyrobbins.com/gender-quotient-4/ if you don't yet 
know yours. 
 

*They are at the bottom of your results page on the quiz linked above. Example: 'the need to be 
understood' is a common wound (need) the Feminine carries. 
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Think back on the previous week, what upset you most? Journal about one 
specific situation that hurt. 

Example: "On Saturday night I texted my partner a long message about how I was feeling about 
something she said earlier and she only responded with 'ok'. Does she not realize how much it took for 
me to share how I was feeling?"
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Which of the three key wounds might have been surfacing when you felt 
upset about the situation that hurt you?

Example: If it hurt when you texted your partner a long message and she only wrote back 'ok', the 
wound might be the wound of feeling (mis)understood.
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Knowing what you now know about the wound, how might you respond next 
time this situation comes up? How can you act to nurture the wound so it 
doesn't hurt you the way it did earlier? 

Example: The next time this happens, I can remember that affirmations are helpful and affirm that I am 
loved. Because I am! This will give me the head space to remember that my partner is busy and doesn't 
text as much as I do. In fact, texting has never been her thing. But she does always talk with me in 
person... which might be when she will validate my feelings. 
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Any other wounds hiding out in how you experienced the moment that hurt?

*They can be collective wounds like the ones you wrote about on page 1, or wounds more personal to 
who you are. Let your intuition guide you. Think about the 'bigger picture' not the details of what 
happened to hurt you. Example: If it hurt when you texted your partner a long message and she only 
wrote back 'ok', you might have felt the wound of abandonment. A wound common in those who have 
had their heartbroken. This would have made you feel your partner was going to leave you, even 
though you were just having a small disagreement. 
 
You can learn about other types of wounds by learning about the Inner Child and Masculine and 
Feminine wounds in general. Just Google!
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This is just a start. 
 
As the world continues to 'wake up' we'll remember more and more how we are all just mirrors of 
each other, here to trigger each other through 'painful' situations so we can learn to respond with 
awareness rather than react in defense. Only then can we open space to learn to love one another -- 
unconditionally -- because only then will we feel whole as individuals.  
 
*This workbook and exercise is not to replace help required of abusive situations. It's meant simply to 
teach about the Masculine and Feminine energies and how they impact how you personally move 
through life. 
 
 

a note:


